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FOREWORD
This publication documents a dynamic group exhibition of contemporary
handmade glass work, from large scale sculpture to small vessels, by sixteen
Alberta glass artists. It is also a document of the ﬁrst collaboration between
the Alberta Craft Council, the Calgary Glass Initiative and the Esplanade Art
Gallery, in bringing the exhibition, publication and website to fruition.
Natural Flow was initiated as a way of gathering together recent work by a
wide range of Alberta-based glass artists. The theme highlights the unique
ability of hot glass to embody organic and biomorphic ideas, forms and
forces. The natural ﬂow of hot glass, both as a medium and a creative
making process makes it arguably one of the most mind-body connected
of the craft arts. Much of the process and ﬁnal form are a direct result of
this: rhythm, dance, energy and movement, are typical words in the hot glass
vocabulary. The liquidity and viscosity of hot glass are inextricably linked
to the mind and muscle grace of the makers. This is distinct, for example,
from stages of drawing, modeling, cutting, assembling and ﬁnishing common
with furniture making; none of these glass pieces would have the same
visual ﬂow had they been drawn by hand or CAD and then prototyped
and produced somewhere other than in these craft artists’ studios. The
very nature of glass as an ‘amorphous solid’ – neither liquid nor solid - thus
lends itself to these qualities physically, but the works in hot glass featured
here take it a step beyond, evoking natural forces of change visually and
also metaphorically, through a variety of strategies from imagery to humour,
satire and spiritual contemplation.
Alberta has a unique hot glass culture, recognized internationally for its
“frontier” character. The personalities of the individual artists and the
distinctiveness of their work preclude an “Alberta school” of glass. But
collectively Alberta’s glass artists are a phenomenon. The 16 artists in
Natural Flow are among those who have, over the past 30 to 40 years,
created a distinct Alberta energy in their discipline.

manufacturing, to French art nouveau, Scandinavian modern, central
European communist modern, Italian movements such as Memphis, all of
the American art glass scene from Tiffany Studio to the present, as well as
oddities such as Mexican and Indian sweatshop factories. Even Coca-cola
and other famous brand glass products, space-race material developments
and contemporary art can be seen as having made an eclectic material or
ideation impression upon these artists.
However, while the idea of ‘natural ﬂow’ is traced through the works
gathered here, it is not exemplary of all Alberta glass artists’ practices; and
so this project, while comprehensive in scope, is certainly not exhaustive of
the richness of Alberta glass artists.
We thank writer Jennifer Salahub for her informed and graceful positioning
of this work in a history of glass, and editor Mary-Beth Laviolette for her
astute and eloquent preparation of the artist pages and the text editing.
We would also like to recognise the photographers, catalogue and website
designers Annette Aslund and Laura O’Connor of the Alberta Craft Council
and Priority Printing Ltd., for their ﬁne work in bringing the publication and
website to fruition; and the staff of the Alberta Foundation for the Arts for
their assistance with this project.
Finally, we thank our members and donors for sustaining our exhibitions,
programs and publications; likewise the cities of Medicine Hat, Calgary and
Edmonton, for their support, as well as the Canada Council for the Arts, and
the Alberta Foundation for the Arts.
Joanne Marion Curator of Art, Esplanade Arts & Heritage Centre
Tom McFall Executive Director, Alberta Craft Council
Kai Georg Scholeﬁeld President, Calgary Glass Initiative

Jennifer Salahub has ably invoked the spirit of social historian John Ruskin,
the British Arts & Crafts Movement and the development of American
studio glass in creating a context for the work in this exhibition. We may
add to that scholarship the wealth of global inﬂuences embraced by these
artists. They are versed in a long culture of glass object making from the
ancient Mediterranean and Renaissance Italy, through industrial revolution
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NOT SOLID AT ALL by Jennifer Salahub PhD
Glass is a thing in disguise, an actor, is not solid at all, but a liquid, that an old sheet of glass will not only take on a royal and
purplish nge but will reveal its true liquid nature by having grown faer at the boom and thinner at the top … It is invisible,
solid, in short a joyous and paradoxical thing, as good a material as any to build a life from. Peter Carey, Oscar and Lucinda, 1988
The tle of this exhibion, Natural Flow, reﬂects not only the remarkable
exchange of experiences, techniques, and ideas that characterize
contemporary glass in Western Canada, but also the paradoxical nature of
glass, for as Peter Carey wrote, glass is “not a solid at all, but a liquid … it is
invisible, solid.” It is, using a scienﬁc descripve, an “amorphous solid.”
Joanne Marion, the curator of Natural Flow, began the selecon process
by looking for works that alluded to nature and the environment – whether
literally, conceptually, or formally. During this process she was struck by
the biomorphic quality that informed so many of these objects and it is this
materiality of the medium that underpins the exhibion. The arsts whose
work is represented here are Phillip Bandura, Tim Belliveau, Cailey Buye,
Ryan Marsh Fairweather, Robert Geyer, Brian Hall, Jeﬀ Holmwood, Marty
Kaufman, Deanna MacAulay, Darren Petersen, Julia Reimer, Tyler Rock,
Natali Rodrigues, Kai Georg Scholeﬁeld, and Keith Walker.
The art glass community is a ghtly knit one, with arsts working as
independent makers, in partnerships, or in small cooperaves, and most are
acve members of the cra discourse fostered by the Glass Art Associaon
Canada and the Alberta Cra Council. While Western Canada is their home,
these makers are oen to be found travelling between the major Canadian
and internaonal glass centres as students, arsts, and teachers and have
honed their skills at residencies in the United States (Pilchuck, WA; Corning,
NY; Haystack, ME and Penland, NC), Europe and Australia.
Despite this internaonal proﬁle it is signiﬁcant that the common
denominator that informs this group of established and emerging arsts
is the glass programme at the Alberta College of Art + Design (ACAD) in
Calgary. For it is here that all but two studied; and even these have close
es to the College. Keith Walker was mentored by Jeﬀ Holmwood (ACAD
1995), himself a student of Norman Faulkner, the founder of the ACAD
glass department (1974); and Robert Geyer is a faculty member working
with Marty Kaufman (ACAD 1981), Tyler Rock (ACAD 1989), and Natali
Rodriguez (ACAD 1999), themselves students of Faulkner who studied with
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the American studio glass pioneer, Mark Peiser (b. 1938). Given that the
Studio Glass Movement began in the United States and dates only from the
early 1960s we are looking at a mere three generaons of makers – with the
pioneers of the movement and today’s students working side by side.
These makers are arculate and use their academic and technical experse
to execute complex ideas in a broad range of tradional and contemporary
materials and techniques. If there is a commonality, it is that all are
fascinated by the metaphorical and physical properes of the medium and
eager to promote the formal, aesthec potenal of glass. Pink Murmur 2
by Robert Geyer consists of a gestural series of arcs made of hand pulled
glass rods that echo the magic of the northern lights, while Julia Reimer’s
Grey Swallow is a highly conceptual response to industrial development and
encroachment on the land. The lustrous, seducve, if somewhat disquieng
Eroded Form by Marty Kauﬀman, and Natali Rodriguez’s thoughul study
in contrasts Proximity and Touch #16 are lessons in restraint for any viewer
– for both works demand to be touched or stroked – an illicit interacon
in a gallery seng. Tyler Rock’s serene and seemingly impossibly centered
sculptures are about “colour, transparency and light” and how the ﬂeeng
shadows cast by these works modify the environment.
In “Glass Making and the Evoluon of Cra Process” Keith Cummings
suggests that it is the interest in the materiality of the medium and
abstracted forms that disnguishes contemporary glass makers.
“The studio glass maker by choosing to work with a medium
that is diﬃcult to shape but which oﬀers such a rich material
language, operates from a basis of at least equal partnership.
Combined with the lack of idenﬁable, useful end products,
this constutes a new way of approaching a material that
already has a four thousand year history, and one that is
unique to our era” (82).

In fact, these are not new concepts nor are they even of recent invenon.
They have been raised at various junctures throughout history and it is
perhaps me to consider contemporary glass in light of these musings – for
it is important to recognize this is an ongoing conversaon. The glass works
in Natural Flow engage us with the history of the medium even as they
address contemporary issues and changing aesthecs.
But in glass, which when once soened must be blown or
moulded, not hammered, and which is liable to lose by
contracon or subsidence, the ﬁneness of the forms given
to it, no delicate outlines are to be aempted but only
such fantasc and ﬁckle grace as the mind of the workman
can conceive and execute on the instant. The more wild,
extravagant, and grotesque in their gracefulness the forms
are, the beer. No material is so adapted for giving full
play to the imaginaon, but it must not be wrought with
reﬁnement or painfulness sll less with costliness. (Ruskin
392)

to the call of modernity. Yet, upon rereading Ruskin and considering
the arsts’ comments about their own work, one realizes that these
nineteenth-century tenets are once again in ascendance and deﬁne the
working ethic of the makers represented in this exhibion.
Similar to their Arts & Cras antecedents many glass arsts have set up
cooperaves in the countryside or, as in the case of Bee Kingdom, have
located their hot shop in a garage in the back yard. Bee Kingdom was
founded by three ACAD graduates (2005) who met as students and set out
to produce personable and conceptually rich objects, both individual and
collaborave, such as Mythopoet, 2010, their joint blown and sculpted
vercal triptych. Here Ruskin’s comment that “No material is so adapted
for giving full play to the imaginaon” is given form. Phillip Bandura uses
wit and subversion as a vehicle of change in Silver Edion Gay Bombs
(2007). Ryan Marsh Fairweather’s delighul Joobas populate an alternave
universe – a world of post-environmental collapse – a world that is
meculously described on the Weathermachine website. Tim Belliveau
draws from popular culture and Canadian myth with Earth Cabin (2010) and
its rocket-like conifer growing out of its roof.

Perhaps one of the most remarkable discourses on the materiality of glass
takes the form of a rade by the Brish social historian and art cric John
Ruskin (1819-1900) in his mid-nineteenth century text, The Stones of Venice
(1853). Ruskin was, in fact, calling Victorian aesthecs and contemporary
factory producon into queson by aacking those who sought to disguise
the intrinsic nature of the material. He was wring at a me when Canada’s
glass industry was just being established and he was addressing an audience
who would, with few excepons, have taken excepon to his arguments
and expected glass to simply delight and serve. Nonetheless, Ruskin’s
insights into the possibilies of glass in the hands of an arst appear almost
prescient in the light of our own me and this exhibion. The two qualies
that he ascribes to glass are “duclity when heated and transparency when
cold” and goes on to state that “all work in glass is bad which does not, with
loud voice, proclaim one other of these great qualies …”

The interest in glass as an art medium began in Europe in the 1940s and
saw arst-designers and skilled glass factory workers working together
to create unique glass vessels and sculpture in a more modern style.
Although this type of art glass did not make an immediate appearance in
Canada, the post-war period saw several small glass factories founded by
European trained arsans referencing the changing aesthec. Crasmen
who had immigrated from Murano, Italy to Cornwall, Ontario in the
1940’s established Chalet Glass; John Furch, a Czechoslovakian, and the
Yuill family set up Altaglass in Medicine Hat in 1950; and in the 1960s
Lorraine Glass of Montreal (founded by glass blowers from Murano) was
producing upwards of 10,000 pieces monthly. These producon teams
created moderately priced works that were, as their distributors demanded,
decorave or useful, tradional or modern.

Ruskin’s copious wrings inspired the proponents of the nineteenthcentury Arts & Cras Movement for they too admired the materiality
of the medium, celebrated the individual crasman’s skill (in diametric
opposion to factory producon), and appreciated the small collecve as
a supporve place of experimentaon and design reform. For most of the
tweneth-century Ruskin’s crasman was dismissed as nothing more than
a hopelessly Romanc ﬁgure – one engaged with the past and oblivious

However, it was only in the 1960s that the history of glass underwent a
true revoluon and the Studio Glass Movement was born. The catalyst
was an American, Harvey K. Lileton (b. 1922), a teaching ceramicist
with a lile knowledge of glass (his father headed R&D at Corning Glass)
but a strong convicon that “glass should be a medium for the individual
arst.” (Statement made at the Third Annual Meeng of the American’s
Crasmen’s Council, 1959). Lileton began teaching glass in the ceramics
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department at the University of Wisconsin in Madison, and later founded
an undergraduate and then a graduate glass department (1962). Focusing
on the execuon of arsc ideas in glass, he and his students searched for
ways to subvert the tradional associaons between glass and funconality
by exploring sculptural visual language. Among the ﬁrst generaon of glass
arsts was Dale Chilhuly (b. 1941) who started the glass programme at
the Rhode Island School of Design (1969) and later founded the Pilchuck
Glass School (1971) and Fritz Driesbach (b. 1941) who was the ﬁrst glass
instructor at Ohio University, Athens and taught glass blowing at the
Penland School of Cra (1967). This was indeed a me of rapid incubaon;
for example, in 1967 Mark Peiser (b. 1938) took ﬁve weeks of glass blowing
at Penland, built a studio on site, and became the ﬁrst “Glass Arst in
Residence” at Penland (1967-70).
Although European art glass had been seen in the Czech Pavilion at
Montreal’s Expo 67, it was the American Studio Movement that would
inﬂuence glass educaon in Central and Western Canada. In Toronto,
Robert Held, then head of Ceramics at Sheridan College, travelled to
Penland to study with Peiser (1968), established an independent glass
department at Sheridan (1972) and brought Peiser to the College as a
vising arst. Norman Faulkner, another ceramicist converted to glass
by Peiser, would begin the glass programme at ACAD in 1974 where he
connued to teach for more than three decades. Most of the arsts in this
exhibion worked with Faulkner and recognize him as a pioneer of studio
glass in Western Canada.
Ruskin advised that: “The workman has not done his duty, and is not
working on safe principles, unless he even so far honours the materials
with which he is working as to set himself to bring out their beauty, and
to recommend and exalt, as far as he can, their peculiar qualies. … But of
all the arts, the working of glass is that in which we ought to keep these
principles most vigorously in mind” (391).
What would Ruskin think about Natural Flow? Would he be sasﬁed
that “honour” had been paid? While Brian Hall’s subject maer might
have surprised the social historian, for Pelagia Colorata (2002) is a poec
interpretaon of the ethereal purple-striped jelly ﬁsh, the arst has
nonetheless exalted the “peculiar qualies” of the medium – ulizing the
luminous, transparent and shiny nature of blown glass and hot glass, albeit
on aircra cable. In Under the Skin (2007), Deanna MacAulay engages the
viewer by using blown glass to create smooth organic forms enriched with
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ﬂame worked details. Again we are brought closer – curious about the
transparent and translucent layers that make up the skin of this amorphous
form.
Likely Ruskin would have been excited by the range and combinaon of
tradional and contemporary materials and techniques, and given that he
held that “the more wild, extravagant, and grotesque in their gracefulness
the forms are, the beer,” it is also likely that he would have celebrated
glass as an art form. Even so, I believe he would be puzzled by the
importance of concept and public spectacle rather than domesc display,
to contemporary glass arsts. Kai Georg Scholeﬁeld unabashedly describes
his producon as “conceptual glass” and situates his work within the history
of art by cing the modernist sculptors Constann Brancusi (1875-1957)
and Isamu Noguchi (1904-1988) as sources of inspiraon. His Final Fantasy
(2010) is an extravagant yet evocave 4-part sculptural work incorporang
wood and glass – a stretch for any who might expect glass to be … well,
merely glass.
It is far more likely that Keith Walker’s Middle Blue Umbrella (an example
of a funconal domesc item being reinterpreted in glass and imbued with
a character that belies its original funcon, material, and place) would also
confound Ruskin. For the planning, as well as the actual process of making
that goes into Walker’s public installaons, is concept driven and me
consuming, and according to the arst, challenging to “choreograph with
my team.”
Of me investment, Ruskin appears dismissive when he decrees that “no
workman ought ever to spend more than an hour in the making of any glass
vessel.” However as a caveat he also writes that if we are “to proclaim its
[glass’] virtues, so in all honesty we are to confess its imperfecons; and
while we triumphantly set forth its transparency, we are also frankly to
admit its fragility, and therefore not to waste much me upon it, nor put
any real art into it when intended for daily use” [my italics]. Inﬂammatory
as the term “real art” may be, Ruskin has allowed that me investment
goes hand in hand with creave investment. Certainly there are objects in
this exhibion that are funconal; however, they are above all celebraons
of the arst’s hand and interests.

taken inspiraon from nature, and perhaps the Art Nouveau, using blown
glass, silver and gold leaf, and engraving to elevate the short lived and
rather annoying insect (éphémère in French) into something wondrous,
and dare I say it, useful. Cailey Buye has also looked to nature as a model
and she too references funcon, although her interest in relaonships and
repeon means that her work takes the form of Cloud Containers, three
cumulus clouds (sophiscated interpretaons of Alberta’s big sky) that are
mould blown, cold worked, and include embedded magnets.
Over 150 years ago John Ruskin’s wrote of the materiality of glass: “For
we owe it so much, and the possession of it is so great a blessing, that all
our work in it should be completely and forcibly expressive of the peculiar
characters which give it so fast a value.” In this essay I have suggested that
Natural Flow not only meets these historic ideals but is also an eloquent
celebraon of the exchange of experiences, techniques, and ideas that
characterize contemporary glass in Western Canada today. We are in
the early years - for these makers, glass is, as Carey wrote: “a joyous and
paradoxical thing, as good a material as any to build a life from” (135).
Jennifer Salahub PhD
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There is Jeﬀ Holmwood’s unique and elegant Acid Kool Aid Vase, which
employs the technically demanding historic technique of murrini (mosaic)
cane glass or Darren Petersen’s Mayﬂy Bowl (with Stones). Petersen has
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PHILLIP BANDURA
Reality, as they say, can be stranger than ﬁction. Take
the case of Bandura’s Gay Bombs. Their inspiration is a
non-lethal version of chemical warfare once investigated
by a US Air Force research lab. The plan was to disrupt
enemy forces by discharging female sex pheromones
– making soldiers sexually attracted to each other. The
military research for the gay bombs was performed in
1994. Twelve years later from Bandura: none other than
a “silver edition”, in the name of “ sprinkling love and non-

SILVER EDITION GAY BOMBS
2007, blown & solid sculpted glass
Largest: 8 x 16 inches
Smallest: 8 x 14 inches

BEE KINGDOM
violence.” Made of blown and solid sculpted glass, these
works are the product of Bandura’s ﬁctitious Freedom
Co. where, he quips, bombing could be done a better way.
Philip Bandura is a graduate (2005) of the Alberta College
of Art + Design glass program (Calgary). He is one of
the co-founders of the Bee Kingdom glass collective and
has exhibited in Calgary Glass Now (2009) and at the
Roberto Ostberg Gallery (Calgary).

Made of blown and solid sculpted glass, Mythopoet is the
joint creation of Ryan Marsh Fairweather, Tim Belliveau
and Phillip Bandura. They are the original members of the
Calgary-based, Bee Kingdom glass collective. Formed in
2004, with a name that references how raw, molten glass
can be compared to ﬂowing honey, the heart of their
kingdom is a shared glass blowing studio. Their most
recent collaboration, where each one of their artistic
languages is given voice, is the Mythopoets series, a kind of
totem-style triptych. Since its formation, Bee Kingdom
has distinguished itself with select designs or “studio
series,” custom sculpture/installation and one-of-a-kind
ﬁne art pieces. The three collaborators also create glass
work as individual artists. All are graduates of the Alberta
College of Art + Design glass program (Calgary) and in
2011, another ACAD grad, Kai Georg Scholeﬁeld joined
the group. Bee Kingdom’s latest undertaking is a cultural
exchange with Glas e.V. in Berlin, Germany. In recognition
of their work, they received the Lieutenant Governor of
Alberta Emerging Artist Award 2010.

MYTHOPOET
2010, blown & solid sculpted glass
10 x 16 x 10 inches
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TIM BELLIVEAU
Nature is a common theme in how Canada promotes
itself and Belliveau says the idea for Earth Cabin came
about while considering some of the iconic images of the
country. Created as a rudimentary dwelling with small
pine trees growing out of it, the sculpture was inspired
by no ordinary cabin. Living in northern Canada in the
summer of 2003, Belliveau saw the preserved sod-roof
home of Robert Service (1874-1958), Bard of the Yukon.
A relic of the gold rush, the log structure appeared to be
merging into the landscape just as Earth Cabin became one
with the trees. Concerns about nature and how people
imagine and respond to its presence is often reﬂected
in Belliveau’s work. One of the co-founder’s of the Bee
Kingdom glass collective, the Alberta College of Art +
Design (Calgary) graduate has travelled widely in Canada
and uses his extensive knowledge of natural history and
its oddities as source material.

CAILEY BUYE
Represented by work from two different series, Cailey
Buye considers personal experiences, relationships and
interdependency to be a central theme. “Glass possesses
enduring strength and utter fragility, making it an ideal
material to capture the same essence in relationships.”
In the case of Bit by Bit, this concern is evoked by different
groupings of the small opaque orbs which have been
individualized with tear-drop “bits” of glass. “I examine the
separate entities within the multi-dimensional whole, where all

are linked.” The elegant Cloud Containers have a different
purpose. Intended to hold small items like keys, coins and
jewelry, the artist wants to create a feeling of calm within
a room: “offering people not only physical organization, but
also emotional organization.” A resident of Medicine Hat,
Buye is a recent graduate (2010) of the Alberta College of
Art + Design (Calgary) with more training in glass design
obtained through Linnaeus University, Sweden.

CLOUD CONTAINERS FROST
(medium 1 & 2)
2010, mould blown & coldworked
glass with embedded magnets
3 x 4 x 4 inches
CLOUD CONTAINER FROST (low)
2010, mould blown & coldworked
glass with embedded magnets
2 x 5 x 5 inches

EARTH CABIN
2010, solid sculpted glass
8 x 8 x 12 inches
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RYAN MARSH
FAIRWEATHER
Coming in a range of colours and shapes that recall
primitive sealife, Fairweather’s Joobas are characters
adapted from nuclear power plants that, according to the
artist, populate the growing Weathermachines Universe.
It is a ﬁctional world of “cute machines” which salvage
the planet after replacing humankind. Sweet as can be
in appearance, their variety and appealing character, can
be attributed to the artist’s interest in “cute culture” as
exempliﬁed by Japanese artist, Takashi Murikamo. There

JOOBAS
(WEATHERMACHINE SERIES)
2011, blown glass, sandblasted & oil
sealer
7 x 6 x 9 inches

ROBERT GEYER
is also a desire to see his Joobas embody “post-apocalyptic
benevolence, happiness, optimism and comfort in a shattered
world.” Fairweather studied glassblowing at the Alberta
College of Art + Design (Calgary) where he met his
future partners in the Bee Kingdom glass collective. His
artwork is informed by his yoga practice and interest in
Hindu mythology; contemporary science and robotics;
designer toys and cute culture.

Working with hand-pulled and coloured glass rods,
Robert Geyer uses the symbolism of glass as a material
substitute for mind and vision. Aware of how ﬁbreoptics has made glass rods/ﬁbres a common material in
telecommunications, in Geyer’s hands they are employed
for imaginative and poetic purposes. He wants to
recapture the magical properties of glass: its effect on
colour and phenomenology or what can be seen or
sensed by the viewer. He compares his groupings of
bent rods of various lengths, thicknesses and tints to
“a formless murmur of light and colour, much like the
earliest moment in an Alberta sunrise.” The subtle
colors of Alberta’s landscape and skies are his source of
enchantment as in the recent work, Pink Murmur 2. A BFA
graduate of Emily Carr University of Art + Design
(Vancouver) with a MFA from Tyler School of Art
(Philadelphia), Geyer is a past faculty member of Alberta
College of Art + Design (Calgary), and is currently the
Head of the Glass Program at Bowling Green State
University (Ohio).

PINK MURMUR 2
2011, hand-pulled & coloured glass rods
9 x 4 x 1 feet
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BRIAN HALL

JEFF HOLMWOOD

Suspended on aircraft cable, Pelagia Colorata is a hot glass
creation that, paradoxically, may have begun life in the
cooler depths of the ocean. In the shape of a jelly ﬁsh
with its gracefully curled tentacles and soft-membrane
body, as a work executed in glass, it’s a complimentary
match. Transparent and luminous, able to convey the
near weightlessness of such a creature, Pelagia Colorata is
also an expression of Hall’s desire to convey a sense of
equilibrium. To achieve this, he uses the unique properties
of hot glass, his surroundings and meditative techniques
as inspiration for and during the creation of his work.
Brian Hall was introduced to glass in his foundation
year at the Alberta College of Art + Design (Calgary).
After graduating in 1997, he founded Flux Glassworks in
Canmore, Alberta. He has subsequently honed his craft
at Red Deer College Summer Series and at Pilchuck Glass
School.

With a title that conjures-up the psychedelic era of the
1960s, Electric Kool-Aid Vase is a swirl of deep black and
vivid colour in mosaic. Made of murrini (mosaic) cane
glass, the vase’s twisted form has its own swirl as well
in this optically effusive work. Holmwood’s glasswork
is focused on the principals of beauty, elegance and the
unique twist that is common to his handling of glass.
His main source of inspiration is historical glass, from
ﬁne blown cristallo of renaissance Venice to mosaic
glass throughout the ages. He graduated from the glass
program at the Alberta College of Art + Design (Calgary)
in 1994. He gained experience as a glass technician at
ACAD and Red Deer College and has taught workshops
at Red Deer’s Summer Series; Penland School of Crafts
(North Carolina); Pilchuck Glass School (Washington);
Glass Happens (Edmonton) and now from his new studio
in Vancouver, British Columbia.

PELAGIA COLORATA
2002, hot glass on aircraft cable
49 x 17 x 14 inches

ELECTRIC KOOL-AID VASE
2007, blown glass
20 x 13 x 13 inches

Collection of Alberta Foundation for the Arts

Collection of Alberta Foundation for the Arts
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MARTY KAUFMAN
“The common thread that connects all of my artwork is the
inﬂuence of Place.With the glasswork, the inﬂuence of Place
is the landscape – its natural elements and their effect on the
psyche.”
Through the actions of cutting and carving form, a
lustrous sculpture like Eroded Form, is a deep reﬂection
of Kaufman’s own surroundings in southern Alberta with
its dramatic badlands and craggy mountain peaks. These
actions also take the artist back to his sculptural roots

ERODED FORM
2010, blown glass
16 x 8 x 6 inches

DEANNA MACAULAY
in Paris where in the summer of 1974, he studied marble
sculpture. Kaufman also wishes to “challenge the viewer’s
perception of what creates beauty and reﬂect on the idea
of what constitutes fragility and strength.” A student of
Norman Faulkner, the founder of the Alberta College of
Art + Design’s glass program, the artist graduated in 1981.
He has been a member of the ACAD faculty since 1986;
exhibiting throughout Canada, United States and more
recently, in France and South Korea.

Interested in the idea of interior spaces, Deanna
MacAulay’s Under the Skin, beckon the viewer to consider
the inner contents of her translucent and transparent
sculptural objects. Revealed ever so slightly with ﬂame
worked details that break through the surface of the two
amorphous forms, MacAulay draws a comparison with
certain fruits and vegetables which reveal their secrets
once the smooth protective layer is disturbed.
“In a culture, which seems so focused upon the treatment of
appearances, small intricate details can get lost.”
Engaged with naturally occurring patterns, the artist
credits nature with some of the most astonishingly
intricate and natural patterning. Deanna MacAulay
graduated from the Alberta College of Art + Design
(Calgary) in 2007 with a BFA in glass. She pursues many
different avenues within Calgary’s vibrant glass community
by teaching, volunteering and being part of many art
shows and sales.

UNDER THE SKIN
2007, blown glass & ﬂame worked glass
Larger: 12 x 4 inches
Smaller: 8 x 4 inches
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DARREN PETERSEN
“As an artist, I am most interested in creating objects inspired
by nature.” In addition, Petersen likes to make objects
that have a purpose; able to enrich the personal lives of
their owners. He describes it simply as: “objects that they
entrust with food and ﬂowers, raise to their lips and drink
from.” Working with the vessel form, Petersen combines
its functionality with content that carries the imagination
into the natural world. Speciﬁcally, the brief lifecycle of

JULIA REIMER
the perfectly named Ephemera or Mayﬂy is the motif for a
series of layered gold and silver leaf vessels. Accompanied
with what the artist describes as “river stones,” a link is
created between the watery beginnings of the Mayﬂy and
its later moments as an airborne insect. Darren Petersen
received a BFA in Glass from the Alberta College of Art +
Design (Calgary) and is a regular Series instructor at Red
Deer College.

MAYFLY BOWL (with detail of interior)
2011, blown glass with silver & gold leaf, engraved
7 x 10 inches
RIVER STONES
2011, blown glass with silver & gold leaf
variable sizes

“Through the process of creating this work, I have become
aware that my intimacy as a craftsperson with the material I
work with has allowed me to more effectively evoke nature.”
More speciﬁcally, the inspiration for Grey Swallow is tied to
the grasslands of southern Alberta and its large oilﬁelds. A
resident of the region, she is acutely aware of the tension
between such landscapes and the notion that Canada is
deﬁned by its large areas of wilderness. Reimer views
glass as an apt material to explore this condition through,
for instance, the clusters of blown and solid-sculpted glass
made for Grey Swallow. Fragile and pristine – as glass can
sometimes be – such pieces are combined and juxtaposed
with the materials of industry such as steel, stone, wood
and concrete. The ﬁrst-ever national winner of the RBC
and Canadian Clay and Glass Gallery award, Reimer owns
and operates Firebrand Glass Studio (Black Diamond,
Alberta) with husband, Tyler Rock.

GREY SWALLOW
2010, blown & solid sculpted glass
23 x 13 inches

TYLER ROCK
A sequence of small and larger rounded forms, Illation,
makes subtle reference to the vessel without any of the
functionality usually associated with it. Instead,
“I want the work stripped down to the essential, for it to
be about beauty, and the material on one hand but for it
to also take the viewer in other directions.”
All of one colour; exclusively focused on visual weight and
the proﬁle of the form, Illation cuts the space around it like
a well-sharpened knife. It is pure sculpture of the highest
degree, all the while maintaining the interplay between
glass and light; an essential characteristic of his chosen
medium. A 1989 graduate of the Alberta College of Art +
Design (Calgary), Rock began teaching glass at the college
in 1995 where he continues to be a member of its faculty.
He has also served as the president of the Glass Art
Association of Canada.

ILLATION
2010, blown glass
68 x 11 inches

NATALI RODRIGUES
Objects in glass rarely come with such evocative simplicity
as they do in Proximity and Touch. Yet as pieces sometimes
cast, they are revealed to be subtly complex in shape and
in coloration. There is a shared sense of timelessness and
unity, whether in pairs or presented as a singular object.
As a body of work, Proximity and Touch is conceptually
linked to Rodrigues’ exploration of “the threads that bind
her family together across the globe, through the exploration of
language, faith and journey.” Born in Kenya, to a German
mother and Goan father, her multi-cultural upbringing
and her own place within the “cosmopolitan community
that is Canada,” has allowed the artist to explore identity
through the evocative medium of glass. Rodrigues
completed a BFA in Glass from the Alberta College of Art
+ Design (Calgary) in 1999 and a Masters of Art (Glass)
in 2003 at the Australian National University. She is now
head of the glass program at ACAD.

PROXIMITY AND TOUCH, # 16 (top)
2010, cast, hot formed & cold worked glass
3 x 4 x 3 inches
PROXIMITY AND TOUCH, # 13 (bottom)
2010, cast, hot formed & cold worked glass
Larger: 7 x 13 x 3 inches
Smaller: 2 x 4 x 2 inches
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KAI GEORG
SCHOLEFIELD
A large-scale wall-mounted work, Final Fantasy alludes
to an iconic work of art from the early 20th century.
Composed in a sequence of descending units, this mixed
media sculpture of wood and silvered glass recalls
Marcel Duchamp’s 1912 oil painting, Nude Descending
a Staircase. A practitioner of conceptual glass art, Kai
Georg Scholeﬁeld is heavily inﬂuenced by the work and
ideologies of modernist sculptors, Isamu Noguchi and
Constantin Brancusi (contemporaries of Duchamp)
whose creative mandate, as the artist sees it “was to
expand the boundaries of art through form.” Inspired by
Modernism but also other sources like archaeology,
anthropology and even popular culture, Scholeﬁeld is
the most recent member of the Calgary collective, Bee
Kingdom. An Alberta College of Art + Design graduate,
he is also a founding board member of Berlin Glas e.V, a
non-proﬁt glass art society in Germany, and president of
the Calgary Glass Initiative.

FINAL FANTASY (with detail)
2010, wood & glass
8 x 4 feet (in four parts)
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KEITH WALKER
Designed to “appeal to the viewer’s sense of adventure and
fantasy,” Keith Walker’s glass umbrella is a perfect match
for that famous glass shoe. With its elegantly curled
handle and gracefully balanced tip, this is a parasol for any
Cinderella. It also has a place in an exhibition context.
A student and protégé of Jeff Holmwood, Keith Walker’s
glass practice began at Holmwood’s Glass Happens Studio
in Edmonton, Alberta. Since then, further experience
was gained by volunteering at the Pilchuck Glass School
(Washington), attending a summer course at the
Pittsburgh Glass Centre and as acting as the glassblower
for Lyndal Osborne’s installation, AB OVO. Walker’s ﬁrst
public art commission was for the City of Edmonton, a
permanent installation of blown glass elements suspended
from the ceiling of the Central Lions Seniors Centre.

MIDDLE BLUE UMBRELLA
2008, hand blown glass & assembled
15 x 34 inches
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Esplanade Art Gallery

Alberta Craft Council

Calgary Glass Initiative

Introduction Text

An integral part of the Esplanade Arts and Heritage
Centre, which brings together the disciplines of visual art,
performance art, and cultural heritage under one roof,
the Esplanade Art Gallery acts as a dynamic doorway
for the visual arts between Medicine Hat and the world.
Every year, the Gallery presents ten to twelve exhibitions
of contemporary and historical art by local, provincial,
national and international artists in the 3000 square foot
exhibition space. The Art Gallery regularly publishes
books and catalogues on the work of artists, offers artist
talks and exhibition tours to Medicine Hat residents and
visitors, and maintains a full program of art education as
well as the Permanent Collection of Art. Through all of
its many activities, the Art Gallery sparks imagination and
creativity, supporting, animating and developing the visual
arts for our community, and beyond.

The Alberta Craft Council is the Provincial Arts Service
Organization that develops, promotes and advocates for
ﬁne craft in Alberta. Since 1980, the ACC has promoted
craft in Alberta through exhibitions, publications,
marketing ventures, education, awareness projects and
information services to its membership and to the general
public.

The Calgary Glass Initiative is a non-proﬁt group
dedicated to building a legacy of local, national, and
international awareness of the Calgary Art Glass
Community. Buoyed by the presence of The Alberta
College of Art & Design, Calgary has the unique
distinction of having the only BFA granting Glass Program
in Canada. This anchors Calgary’s glass scene within the
world of Fine Art and Craft and provides the context
for why this region is such a special place for art glass
development.

JENNIFER SALAHUB PHD

ESPLANADE ART GALLERY
Esplanade Arts & Heritage Centre
401 First Street SE
Medicine Hat, Alberta, Canada T1A 8W2

The ACC has a dual role:
• to support contemporary and heritage crafts as
signiﬁcant art forms that contribute to Alberta’s culture
• and to develop a craft sector of creative, skilled, viable
and sustainable craftspeople, studio, businesses and
networks.
The ACC operates Alberta’s only public gallery dedicated
to exhibiting craft arts and Edmonton’s second largest
public gallery. The ACC organizes about eighteen
exhibitions each year and runs a Gallery Shop that
markets work from about 150 professional and emerging
craft artists. The Council also coordinates over thirty
other services and projects.

P: 403-502-8580
www.esplanade.ca

ALBERTA CRAFT GALLERY
10186 - 106 Street NW
Edmonton, Alberta, Canada T5J 1H4
P: 780-488-6611
www.albertacraft.ab.ca

Southern Alberta has produced and accumulated a large
number of talented, innovative, diverse and dynamic
people working in varied ﬁelds of glass production and
expression. It is the tenet of the C.G.I. that Calgary now
holds the capacity to become a world leading centre for
Glass Art, Craft and Design.
The Calgary Glass Initiative’s aim is to act as a catalyst,
to unveil the city’s potential and drive its budding glass
scene into the light of public awareness. Through the
development of a highly rated, locally centred, annual
glass exhibition it is the hope of the C.G.I. to bring
the possibilities of glass into the public consciousness.
C.G.I seeks to lay the necessary groundwork, such as
a community glass studio among other initiatives, to
advance and enrich the cultural, social, economic, and
aesthetic quality of Calgary.

Jennifer E. Salahub completed her BFA (Studio and Art
History) and MA (Canadian Art History) at Concordia
University in Montreal. She received her Ph.D. in the
History of Design from the Royal College of Art, London,
England in 1998. She enjoys life as an academic and has
taught at universities in Montreal, Ottawa and Calgary.
Her interest in craft is long-standing and she now lives
in Calgary and teaches at the Alberta College of Art
and Design. She lectures internationally, has written
numerous catalogue essays, articles, chapters of texts and
reviews.

Artist Text
MARY-BETH LAVIOLETTE
Mary-Beth Laviolette is a free-lance curator currently
working on shows for the Whyte Museum of the
Canadian Rockies (Banff), the Triangle Gallery of the
Visual Arts (Calgary) and the Okotoks Art Gallery. She
was formerly a Senior Curator of Art at the Glenbow
Museum, and is the author of two books on Alberta art
and ﬁne craft.

CALGARY GLASS INITIATIVE
Calgary, Alberta, Canada
www.calgaryglassinitiative.com
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